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**INTRODUCTION**
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In Chinese, it is frequently referred to as tu sheng Huaren wenxue. This diversity exemplifies the widespread lack of agreement about the proper terminology for these works and their positioning as part of Indonesian literary history.

Literary works by members of Indonesia’s ethnic Chinese population (henceforth Chinese-Malay literature) were first published in the 1870s, and their position continues to be debated by scholars of Indonesian literature. Research and comparison of this body of work have shown that it covers wide range of genres, language markers, themes, issues, materials and sources, and that these works were disseminated quite widely—particularly in Java; an indication that Chinese-Malay literary works were a response to extant social structures. As such, the rise of these varied topics, textual materials, sources and issues in such literary works can be understood as a response to the social sphere; as a response to issues of locality, European colonialism and Chinese-ness. This implication echoes the argument of Albrecht et al. (1970: 615-620) that literature is a realized response to the social sphere or social structures.

The community which gave birth to this literary tradition was in a complex position during the colonial era. Theirs was a world of colonial-era social structures, intersecting cultural traditions and shadows of “the homeland and Chinese-ness” (compare Toninato 2009: 2–3). To face these complex structures, the Chinese community began developing its own methods, strategies and views of the world confronting it. One of these methods and strategies was highly cultural: literary writing. This is congruent with Goldmann’s (1970: 584–585, 1975: 159-160) view that works of literature are human facts and social facts, or, in other words, acts of specific social groups which are represented by authors through “masterpieces”. Meanwhile, Hauser (1982: 94-97) contends that differences or changes to story topics, issues and/ or materials indicate a moving force, namely: a specific group’s thoughts and views in facing the world around them.

Shifts in topics, issues, language markers and story materials in works of Chinese-Malay literature between 1900 and 1942, therefore suggest a problem involving both literary works and social structures. This argument is supported by Goldmann’s (1977: 98–99) hypothesis that works of literature are representations of responses to social situations which are realized by representatives of specific groups and follow specific world-views.

Consequently, the central research problem here is the response to the social structure presented by the Chinese community in the literary works it produced as part of a strategy to promote harmony and find balance between social groups and the world around it. On the basis of this discussion, the research questions presented are: What are the structures of Chinese-Malay literary texts? How are they homologous to the social sphere? What is the connection between the social sphere and the collective subject in Chinese-Malay literature? What worldviews do authors or collective subjects present through Chinese-Malay literature.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH METHOD

This research applies the theory of genetic structuralism pioneered by Lucien Goldmann in his writings including “The sociology of literature; Status and problems of method” (1970), Towards a sociology of the novel (1975), and The hidden God; A study of tragic vision in the Pensées of Pascal and the tragedies of Racine (1977). To answer the research questions, the concepts used are those of structures of literary works and homologies, social structures and the collective subject and worldviews.

The formal research object here is the Chinese community’s response to social structures. The material objects of this research are Tjerita jang betoel soeda kedjadian di poelo Djawa dari halnja satoe toean tana dan pachter opium di Res. Benawan, bernama Lo Fen Koei (terpetik dari soerat kabar Bintang Betawi) (henceforth Lo Fen Koei), ‘A story which truly happened in Java involving a landlord and opium dealer in Benawan Residency named Lo Fen Koei’ (taken from the Bintang Betawi Newspaper 1903) by Gouw Peng Liang, Nona Tjoe Joe; Pertjintaan jang membawa tjilaka, ditovelis menoeroet tjeritanja Nona Tjoe Joe sendiri (henceforth Nona Tjoe Joe) ‘Miss Tjoe Joe; A love which brought disaster, written on the basis of Miss Tjoe Joe’s own story’, by Tio Ie Soei (1922), “Drama di Boven Digoel” by Kwee Tek Hoay (1932), “Berdjoeang” by Liem Khing Hoo (1934), and “R.A. Moerhia” by Njoo Cheong Seng (1934).

The interpretative technique which uses the theory of genetic structuralism has been applied. Firstly, a binary reading in accordance with Goldmann’s recommendations was conducted to examine the structure of the literary texts, namely: following a circular motion within the work. Secondly, on the basis of the resultant structure, a similar reading was undertaken to examine the structures of the works, the social groups and the social structures (compare Iser 1987: ix-x; Ricouer in Kaelan 2005: 83). The key to answering the research questions lay in the interactions between these elements (that is, the structures of the works, the social structures, the collective subject and the worldviews contained). This also emphasizes that literary works should be positioned within their social contexts (Chamamah 1994: 189).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Textual structure of Chinese-Malay literary works

The textual structure of Gouw Peng Liang’s Lo Fen Koei (1903) is built on a number of oppositions which can be summarized as a deficiency in customary knowledge versus adherence to customary knowledge; evil versus good; challenging tradition versus morality; chaos versus harmony; lawlessness versus lawfulness; European customs versus Chinese customs; indigenous customs versus Chinese customs; criminal versus hero; materialism versus morality and so forth. From these varied oppositions, the idea promoted by the text is that morality should be used to reach balance and harmony with one’s surroundings. Hence the philosophy presented in this text is about achieving balance through morality. By putting greater emphasis on views about puritanism and conservative attitudes, the textual structure of Lo Fen
Koei proposes ancestral traditions, particularly Confucian moral teachings, as solutions to the problem of attaining a balance with one’s surroundings and the social structure.

The textual structure of Tio Ie Soei’s Nona Tjoe Joe (1922) is likewise built on a number of oppositions, including western education versus eastern education; women’s freedom versus the shackles of tradition; spinsterhood versus family life; ideal versus real; modernity versus tradition; and liberalism versus sacred custom. Using these varied oppositions, the textual structure builds a view of “between-ness”. The goal is to find a balance between various traditions but, by using choices which can go either way, the text becomes ambiguous. The oppositions contained within are irreconcilable. The harmony this text intends to create becomes its stumbling-block, as its attempt to reconcile the ideal with the real and freedom with tradition remains trapped in this “between-ness”.

The main philosophy found in the textual structure of Kwee Tek Hoay’s “Drama di Boven Digoel” (1929–1932) is built on the oppositions of materialism versus spiritualism; of communism versus capitalism; of communism and capitalism versus spiritualism; of old times versus new times; of internationalism versus localism; of indigenous versus Chinese; of dark worlds versus light worlds; of international nationalism versus local/Indonesian nationalism; of irreligion versus religion; of feudalism versus change and so forth. From these varied oppositions, the text presents resistance to human-centered western identity constructions. Nevertheless, the text is not anti-western; the opposition between the two is harmonized through the concept of spirituality. A similar approach is applied to ideas of nationalism and nation. This text is similar to previous ones in that it rejects the western manner of constructing the subject.

The opposition in Liem Khing Hoo’s “Berdjoeang” (1934) presents ideas of human identity and social structure, both of which are returned to ancestral practices as a manifestation of balance in dealing with meetings of traditions. This contextualization of tradition allows ideas of harmony and balance in determining specific positions to be realized. Consequently, tradition—as a cultural practice and as a worldview—is not inflexible. It can be reinterpreted.

The textual structure of Njoo Cheong Seng’s “R.A. Moerhia” (1934) develops a philosophy similar to those discussed above. It calls for a return to the “root” or “core” of tradition by promoting spirituality in a local context. “R.A. Moerhia” (1934) argues that, to realize a balanced social structure, communities and the people in them must return to the root of tradition—spirituality. This textual structure presents morality as balance by taking ambiguous attitudes towards the values it challenges, and by using spirituality for nationalism and contextualizing tradition.

Textual structure and social structure

The ideas presented by and developed in Chinese-Malay literary texts written between 1900 and 1942 are about attaining balance and harmony in managing
interpersonal relations, complemented by relations between humanity and the world/reality and relations between humanity and God. These ideas emerged as a response to the social structure of the early-twentieth century, particularly the complexities of the colonial system, the writers’ positions as members of a diaspora and their interactions with various local traditions. In response, they developed strategies to position themselves.

The colonial social structure put the ethnic Chinese in an ambiguous position, one between “foreign” and “local/indigenous”. Although as “foreign”, they habitually supported colonialist efforts, as “local/indigenous” they were colonized, just as were other local peoples, on account of the colonial authority’s attitude of racial superiority (Lev 2000: 6; Loomba 2003: 7-8). As “foreign” or “migrant”, they had to face the ire and racial sentiments of the local. Meanwhile, as “local” they had to free themselves from colonialism. Furthermore, as “local” they had to join in and integrate their identity into the local or indigenous (the *pribumi*), even though the local continued to view them as “foreign”. Trapped in this ambiguous position and needing to secure their position, they attempted to find balance and harmony with the reality they faced.

However, greater complexity emerged in the face of local (indigenous) traditions. As the “foreign”, the ethnic Chinese attempted to integrate themselves with the indigene and be accepted as part of them. In this attempt to become “local” in the eyes of the indigenes, they began to seek similarities, highlighting ideas of the eastern world, the eastern people and an eastern identity. These ideas were considered comprehensive enough to encompass all localities and “locals” in the same space, one of nationalism. However, they simultaneously also had to maintain or interpret their own identities. The idea of Chinese-ness and a Chinese people had to be redefined and re-realized.

The literary expression of this attempt to deal with existing social structures can be seen in the works’ rejection of the “spirit and passion” promoted by colonialism and the western world, attempts to become one with locality and efforts to realize Chinese-ness. Rejection of the western world and traditions was manifested in efforts to return to a moral tradition, to contextualize tradition, to seek locality and to embrace eastern spirituality. This was not intended as an attempt to free the ethnic Chinese from the colonial social structure, but rather to reconcile themselves with the reality they faced.

By abstracting such relations, similar patterns in the texts and in social structures–homologies–can be identified. This social group was faced with questions of colonialism, of local values and of Chinese-ness itself. In this situation, the ethnic Chinese attempted to secure their positions by holding firm and reconciling with reality. Rejecting western humanism, returning to locality and putting the eastern world first were all strategies used to deal with structural complexities. In the structures of the texts, this was expressed through ideas of morality, of returning to ancestral and local teachings and of finding an eastern spirit.

Faced with colonial structures, the ethnic Chinese as a group desired to
secure their freedom and safety but also wanted the possibility to maintain their Chinese identity. Likewise, when faced with issues of locality, they desired to integrate themselves into and be recognized as part of local diversity. Consequently, their literary expressions indicate a rejection of the western world, realized by emphasizing ancestral and local traditions. The texts attempted to find balance and harmony with reality, rather than reject or oppose it.

This ideal of balance and harmony was realized through a strategy of reconciling reality. This strategy entailed making reality had one with desire and the “ideal world”. Although realized by rejecting western concepts of identity, this strategy was seen neither as rejecting colonialism nor uniting with the local to gain recognition while still maintaining a Chinese identity. This was not a rejection of reality; between the “ideal” and the “real” there was bipolarization, rather than opposition.

Connection between social structures and the authors’ intellectual group

The intellectual group of the authors is representative of the collective subject and possesses several characteristics. Authors were educated in two traditions (western and eastern; local and Chinese); enjoyed stable economic conditions; worked concurrently as authors, journalists, merchants and entrepreneurs (and were therefore bourgeois); rejected the internalization of western traditions and values; and entertained concepts of a new land and an ancestral land.

The connection between the authors’ intellectual group and the social structure is evident in several aspects: the re-Chinese-ation movement; the socio-cultural condition of the Peranakan Chinese; and the colonial structure.

All of these authors were part of a movement focused on reinstating a Chinese identity, as shown in their education, thoughts and activities, including participation in the THHK (Tiong Hua Hui Kwan, Zhonghao huiguan) and the promotion of its values, including the reactualization of Confucian teachings (compare Salmon 1981). Consequently, in the authors’ literary works support for a nationalist concept of Chinese culture and the recontextualization of Chinese tradition is dominant. The ability to adapt is characteristic of this intellectual group’s strategies to secure its own position.

The revival of Chinese-ness was not limited to contextualizing Confucianism as a micro set of teachings (xiaoru/xiaoxue; religion/religious teaching), it was also on the macro-level (daru/daxue; conceptual system/philosophy) (compare Suryadinata 1988). Furthermore, this return to Chinese-ness directed them towards constructing cultural nationalist ideas rather than a nationalism based on international Chinese-ness or political/physical resistance to the colonial government. The nationalism developed was one of a nation based on difference and diversity in ethnicity and tradition. This strategy was a recognition of the group’s own position as the “foreign” in the framework of university in diversity.

Furthermore, this cultural nationalist paradigm shaped their Chinese-ness. Looking at the connections between the literary texts and social structures, it
is evident that Chinese-ness was not a question of ‘blood’ and race but rather of culture, of internalizing or recontextualizing ancestral values and traditions (particularly Confucianism). Hence Chinese persons were defined not by having Chinese blood, but rather by having internalized Chinese values and traditions, particularly Confucian teachings.

Through this movement dedicated towards returning to Chinese-ness, the authors’ intellectual group attempted to develop cultural resistance activities to aid its own self-preservation. The re-Chinese-ation of tradition was considered a weapon for maintaining the group’s position and ensuring its continued existence within the complex social structure of the time.

Later developments, particularly the political fragmentation which occurred between 1920 and 1942, had little influence on the movement’s position. This intellectual group firmly maintained the need for cultural nationalism and the recontextualization of ancestral and traditional teachings. Despite facing a politically fragmented society, the intellectual group shared these five views between 1900 and 1942, namely: (1) Chinese-ness based on internalizing (recontextualizing) ancestral teachings, particularly Confucianism (compare Yao 2000); (2) becoming part of Indonesia rather than China or the Netherlands; (3) cultural nationalism involving varied ethnic groups united under an Indonesian identity; (4) reconciling reality; and (5) creating a reality of balance to preserve their own positions and security.

In the face of the colonial social structure, particularly its cultural and political policies, this intellectual group developed an ideal of resistance. Through the literary texts and social structure, this cultural resistance was realized by manifesting a rejection of western-oriented concepts such as “modern personhood” and “a new world”.

For instance, one colonial policy promoted education based on European models. Education was considered one way to “civilize” people and develop them into “modern persons”. This intellectual group rejected the internalization of western values through education, but did accept western-style education as an instrument or tool for entrenching their own traditions. This acceptation was based on a passion for finding and actualizing an eastern identity. This concept was also found in the structural patterns of the literary texts and in the social structure.

Worldview of the authors’ intellectual group
The worldview of this intellectual group was one which argued that the world is organized by balance and harmony. This worldview is based on the dialectic between yang and yin, a bipolarized way of thinking, rather than one based in binary opposites (Liu 2009: 158-160). The view developed is that all things in the natural world must inexorably change. Furthermore, this change must have cause and rules behind it, thereby easing attempts to learn the reasons for and rules of change. Reality is viewed as a continuous process, and all components of it are complementary. This way of thinking is similar to organic realism. The balance and harmony created is a dynamic balance, one which is
invariably accompanied by change (Whitehead 1979: 78). Reality is formed and depicted through culture and language. Reality in history can be illustrated by war, sadness, cruelty, evil, cheating, joy, the birth of master artists, the rise of great people and so forth (compare Peursen 1990: 10).

As manifestations or realizations of a worldview steeped in balance and harmony, the literary works and the relations between the social structure and intellectual group exhibit this worldview. Views of balance and harmonization can be realized through morality (Gouw Peng Liang), reconciling West and East (Tio Ie Soei), finding spirituality as a vessel for nationalism (Kwee Tek Hoay), using the West as an instrument for realizing the East (Liem Khing Hoo) and embracing eastern-ness (locality) while rejecting the concept of modern personhood (Njoo Cheong Seng).

**Conclusion**

Chinese-Malay literature is an Indonesian literary product. The textual structures of Chinese-Malay literary works show oppositions such as West versus East; global/international versus local; materialism versus spiritualism; change versus continuity; and liberalism and socialism versus the eastern spirit. The literary works’ textual structures also reveal ideal constructions of humanity which are represented as being capable of bringing harmony and balance to nature—of reconciling reality. This is realized through, for example, morality (*Lo Fen Koei*), eastern spirituality (“Drama di Boven Digoel”), embodying two traditions (“Berdjoeang”) and returning to locality (“R.A. Moerhia”). One of the five text illustrates an ambiguous choice between West and East (*Nona Tjoe Joe*).

The relationship between these textual structures and existing social structures can be seen in their patterns. The textual structures present a rejection or reinterpretation of the western concept of “modern humans”. Meanwhile, the structures which emerged presented a subject formation suited to western tastes but which could be used for colonial interests. Chinese-Malay literary texts pursued deestructurization by recreating the ideal human in order to maintain and secure their own position as well as redefine Chinese-ness in the face of western ideals of modern humanity.

The main goal of the intellectual group of these authors was self-positioning and then securing of its position. Efforts to preserve, maintain and restore Chinese identity were limited to the surface only. At greater depths were efforts towards self-protection and ensuring positional security. This was realized in three ways. In dealing with locality, authors developed a strategy of internalizing local values. In their interactions with western traditions and colonialism, they resisted western cultural ideas and subject formulations. In facing Chinese-ness, they developed an ideal personhood, one which reactualized ancestral traditions and modified them to fit actual developments. This ideal personhood referred to “the eastern person” and was conceptually affiliated with the nation and nationalism. The nationalism developed was one based in local diversity united in an eastern people: the Indonesian nation.
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